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h i g h l i g h t s g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t

� A new method to convert the po-
tential to concentration or activity is
proposed.

� The standard potential and the slope
of the calibration curve do not have
to be known.

� The new method gave accurate re-
sults when using synthetic and real
samples.

� A complexometric titration model
was also developed.
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a b s t r a c t

A new method to convert the potential of an ion-selective electrode to concentration or activity in
potentiometric titration is proposed. The advantage of this method is that the electrode standard po-
tential and the slope of the calibration curve do not have to be known. Instead two activities on the
titration curve have to be estimated e.g. the starting activity before the titration begins and the activity at
the end of the titration in the presence of large excess of titrant. This new method is beneficial when the
analyte is in a complexed matrix or in a harsh environment which affects the properties of the electrode
and the traditional calibration procedure with standard solutions cannot be used. The new method was
implemented both in a method of linearization based on the Grans's plot and in determination of the
stability constant of a complex and the concentration of the complexing ligand in the sample. The new
method gave accurate results when using titrations data from experiments with samples of known
composition and with real industrial harsh black liquor sample. A complexometric titration model was
also developed.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Ion selective electrodes have successfully been used in poten-
tiometric titrations [1e3]. The matrices can sometimes be
complicated and challenging like the black liquor in the pulping

process [4]. By linearization of the titration curve a better detection
of the equivalence point is possible. The first method for a linear-
ization was introduced by Gran in 1950 [5]. This method is simply
based on plotting DV/DE vs. the volume of the added titrant (V),
which creates two differential curves intersecting at the equiva-
lence point. In 1951 Sørensen published a paper showing that by
plotting the antilogarithm of the potential against the volume of
the titrant a similar linearized curve was obtained for neutraliza-
tion titrations of strong and weak acids with strong bases and the
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titration of chloride ions with silver ions [6]. Gran further inves-
tigated Sørensens method for more complicated titraions such as
ion combination titrations including ions of different valences [7].
Sørensens/Gran's second method is today commonly refered also
to as Grans method and is still widely used in evaluating potenti-
ometric titration curves. The Gran's second method has further
been developed [8e10]. The main drawback with the Gran's sec-
ond method is that it requires the knowledge of the slope of the
electrode response [11]. However, when the Gran's first method is
used the knowledge of the slope is not needed but the method in
itself is an approximation and does not give accurate results [12].
The Gran's first method has also been modified in order to mini-
mize the approximations needed in this method [12]. Although
Gran's first method has the advantage of not requiring the
knowledge of the slope it, however, have some other limitations.
The points quite close to the equivalence point must be used, and
the points after the equivalence point are also needed. When ion-
selective electrodes (ISEs) are used in potentiometric titrations
those points are perhaps not possible to obtain due to interference
of other ions in the sample and due to the detection limit of the
electrode [13]. Today the Gran's second method is almost exclu-
sively used.

The need of the value of the slope of the electrode response in
the linearization process does not possess any difficulty for well
behaving electrodes like for instance the pH glass electrodes.
However, in the case of plastic polymeric membrane electrodes and
especially with the solid-contact electrode, the standard potential
and the slope of the electrode may change with time and due to the
exposure to a harsh environment of the sample [4]. The problem
then arises if calibration of the ISE in the pure metal ion solutions is
any more valid when the electrode is used in such a sample [14].
The uncertainty of the slope influences the result obtained by the
Gran's second method. Therefore determination of stability con-
stants depends on the assumed electrode slope and standard
potential.

In this work a new method is proposed which does neither
require the knowledge of the slope nor the standard potential of ISE
and is of general analytical validity. As will be demonstrated in this
paper the method is useful especially when linear titration curves
are used and when stability constants of metal-ligand complexes
are determined in demanding matrices. This method is general and
can be used in demanding matrices illustrated later using a black
liquor sample.

2. Method for circumvention of slope and standard potential
(CSSP)

In the proposed CSSP method the values of the standard po-
tential of the cell and the electrode slope do no have to be known.
This is advantageous in complex matrixes and harsh environments
where these values can change over time.

When an ion selective electrode is used as the indicator elec-
trode, the response will be obtained as a potential. This potential is
proportional to the logarithm of activity of the specific ion ac-
cording to the Nernst equation:

E ¼ E0 þ S$log að Þ (1)

where E0 is the standard potential of the cell and a is the activity of
the measured ion. S is the slope of the electrode response and can
be calculated theoretically using the following equation:

S ¼ 2:303RT
zF

(2)

R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature (K), F is the
Faraday constant and z is charge of the ion. The values of S and E0,
however, depend on the electrode and may vary between indi-
vidual electrodes and over time, especially if the sample is a harsh
solution. S and E0 are usually found experimentally by performing a
calibration.

The principles of the CSSP method are described below.
The potential of an ISE at consecutive titration points is

described as:

E1 ¼ E0 þ S$logða1Þ
E2 ¼ E0 þ S$logða2Þ
:::
En ¼ E0 þ S$logðanÞ

(3)

were n is the number of titration points. If we subtract the last
potential from the potentials obtained at all the other points of the
titration curve we will obtain the following equations:

E*1 ¼ E1 � En ¼ S$log
�
a1
an

�

E*2 ¼ E2 � En ¼ S$log
�
a2
an

�
:::

E*n ¼ En � En ¼ S$log
�
an
an

�
(4)

When the potentials obtained by Eq. (4) are divided by an
arbitrary chosen potential from the titration curve, e.g. E*1, we
obtain:

E**1 ¼ E*1
E*1

¼
log
�
a1
an

�

log
�
a1
an

�

E**2 ¼ E*2
E*1

¼
log
�
a2
an

�

log
�
a1
an

�
:::

E**n ¼ E*n
E*1

¼
log
�
an
an

�

log
�
a1
an

�

(5)

After rearrangement of terms the following equation can be
obtained:

logðaiÞ ¼ E**i $log
�
a1
an

�
þ logðanÞ (6)

where i is an index (an integernumber), in the range i3(1,n). Byusing
this equation the experimental constants S and E0 are not needed.
Instead two activities, a1 and an, on the titration curve have to be
estimated. The simplest points to be used in the estimation are
perhaps the starting activity (before the titration begins) and the ac-
tivityat theendof the titration in thepresenceof largeexcessof titrant.

The CSSP method is thus useful if the activity of the measured
ion both at the start and at the end of the titration can be estimated
without knowing the constants S and E0. In order to obtain reliable
values for a1 and an the sample composition has to be known quite
well. This canmake themethod quite arduous and is recommended
only when the standard electrode potential and the slope are
difficult to obtain.
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